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Abstract

ter capture text paragraphs and information related to the
question. However, it has not yet been mentioned in this task.
In this paper, we propose a knowledge-aware dialogue
generation model with graph attention and co-attention.The
model first retrieves the knowledge associated with post, and
then uses the knowledge to generate a reasonable response.
In order to realize mutual understanding between post and
knowledge, we use the hybrid attention mechanism in encoding, that is to say, the graph attention mechanism encodes knowledge, followed by the co-attention mechanism
encodes post and knowledge. Finally, the dynamic graph
attention mechanism (Zhou et al., 2018) is used to select
knowledge and generate response.

Using commonsense knowledge to assist dialogue generation
is a big step forward for dialogue generation task. However,
how to fully utilize commonsense information is always a
challenge. Furthermore, the entities generated in the response
do not match the information in post most often. In this paper,
we propose a dialogue generation model which uses hybrid
attention to better generate rational entities. When a user post
is given, the model encodes relevant knowledge graphs from
a knowledge base with a graph attention mechanism. Then
it will encode the user post and graphs with a co-attention
mechanism, which effectively encodes complex related data.
Through the above mechanism, we can get a better mutual
understanding of post and knowledge. The experimental results show that our model is more effective than the current
state-of-the-art model (CCM).

Model
Task Definition. Given a post X = x1 , ..., xn , where n denotes the number of words in the post, and some commonsense knowledge graphs G = g1 , g2 , , gt which are corresponded to the post. The task is to generate a proper response
Y = y1 , ..., ym , where m is the length of response. The overall framework of the model is shown in Figure 1.
Representation of the post and KG. We use Glove embedding to initialize the representation of words in the post
as Xp . And we obtain representation of external knowledge
with the TransE embedding as Xg . Encoder with Hybrid
Attention. First we apply graph attention to compute a more
comprehensive representation of related graphs, which takes
the joint information representation of the entities and relations into account, so we get Xg0 . Then we use co-attention
mechanism to learn the representation of post and knowledge facts that are relevant to it. To some extent, information
fusion is realized. In the end, we get the input of encoder:

Introduction
The dialogue generation task is designed to generate reasonable responses based on the posts. Currently, dialogue generation tasks are either fully data-driven or based on external
knowledge. In this paper, we focus on the latter, we try to
utilize knowledge graph as external knowledge to generate
responses.
Conversational system is one of the ultimate goals of artificial intelligence development. Fully data-driven neural
models seem to generate dialogues which are smooth but
lack actual content and practical significance. As a result,
many studies have turned to dialogue generation task involving external knowledge.
In recent years, many researches have integrated various
forms of external knowledge (such as text and knowledge
graph) into the task of dialogue generation(Ghazvininejad et
al.,2018; Zhou et al., 2018), and the performance of dialogue
system has been significantly improved. However, how to
use external knowledge to the extreme is a problem. There
is a lack of mutual understanding between post and knowledge, so the entities in the generated response cannot match
the meanings in the post.
The co-attention mechanism has been widely used in natural language processing tasks such as reading comprehension and question-answering (Zhong et al., 2019). It can bet-

Agp = Xg0 (XpT )

(1)

Cp = sof tmax(ATgp )Xg0

(2)

Dp = [XpT ; Cp ]

(3)

Cg = Dp (sof tmax(Agp ))

(4)

Ccoa = [Xg0 ; CgT ]

(5)

where the letter T represents matrix transposition, softmax()
function is column-wise normalization, and [;] is columnwise concatenation of two vectors. At this point, we have
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Figure 1: The overview of the model.

(7)

Finally, we utilize the distribution to select a word or an entity for generation. This distribution is a coincidence distribution that is weighted by common words and entities, and
the weight is calculated by st and ct .
output = P (yt |y<t , ct )

High

Medium

Low

OOV

Seq2Seq
MemNet
CopyNet
CCM

0.717
0.761
0.960
1.180

0.713
0.764
0.910
1.156

0.740
0.788
0.970
1.191

0.721
0.760
0.960
1.196

0.669
0.706
0.960
1.162

HADG (ours)

1.185

1.173

1.191

1.2

1.177

0.00005 to get a good learning effect. The batch size was set
to 100.
Results and Discussion. Perplexity and entity score (Zhou
et al. 2018) are adopted to evaluate the performance of our
model. As shown in Table1, perplexity of our model is lower
than all the baselines, which indicates that the sentences generated by our model are more consistent with the grammatical structure. As shown in Table2, entity score of our model
exceeds all the baselines, which proves our model can capture entities more efficiently. The above experimental results
show that our method can indeed make post and knowledge
establish a closer connection, which is very beneficial for
both encoding and decoding.

(6)

Knowledge-aware decoder. The knowledge-aware decoder
is to generate proper responses by fully considering external knowledge. We followed the previous work (Zhou et
al., 2018) using dynamic graph attention mechanism to get
the distribution over generic words and entity words respectively. yt is a concatenation of the embedding of response yr
and the representation of the related knowledge yg .
st = GRU (st−1 , [ct−1 ; yt−1 ])

Overall

Table 2: Automatic evaluation with entity score.

mutual information representations of post and knowledge.
Then we feed the above result to the encoder which is made
up of n-layer GRUs.
ht = GRU (ht−1 , Ccoa (xt ))

Model
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(8)

ct is complex context vector, which is a combination of the
context vector of encoder, graph information, information of
triples in the graph and response.
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Dataset. We use Reddit (Zhou et al.2018) single-round
dialogue dataset, which includes 3,384,185 training pairs,
10,000 validation pairs and 20,000 test pairs. The external
knowledge is from ConceptNet.
Baselines. We compare our model with the following models: Seq2Seq (Sutskever, Vinyals, and Le 2014), CopyNet
(Zhu et al.2017), MemNet (Ghazvininejad et al. 2018), and
CCM (Zhou et al. 2018).
Training Details. We applied TransE embeddings for entities and relations, and 300 dimensional Glove word vectors
for post words. The embedding size of entities and relations
is set to 100. The vocabulary size was set to 30,000. The
encoder and decoder layers were set to 2-layer GRU with a
hidden size of 512. We used the Adam optimizer. The learning rate of first five epochs was set to 0.0005, which aimed
to converge faster to save training time, then we adjust it to
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